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PHENOMENOLOGY OF SOME RARE AND FORBIDDEN ,7-DECAYS

Peter Herczeg
Theoretical Division

Los ,Alamos Nationa, l Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

We discuss the contributions from possible new physics to the decays _ --. ,u*p-, T7 ---
e+e-,?? --. pe and _7'-* n'pe, and assess the sensitivities req_lired for exl)erime|ltal studies of
these decays to extend our knowledge about the new interactions.



1. INTRODUCTION

The decays of the q-meson are of interest as probes of some aspects of the strong inter-

actions, anti also as sources of information on physics beyond the minimal standard model,

The availability of high-flux tagged 9-beams at Saturne (see Ref. 1), and the prospects for

q-physics at planned and proposed light-nleson facilities 2) make it timely to investigate in

detail the physics issues involved.

In this talk we shall discuss the rare decays q ---. _L+#- and ,q -, e+e -, and the forbidden

decays Tl --, pe and 77 --. 7tpe (Ref. 3). Our purpose is to consider what kind of new

physics could be involved in these decays, and to investigate what sensitivities are required

for experimental studies of these decays to provide new information on the new intera.ctions.

The bounds we derive on the contributions of new interactions are phenomenological: we

treat t.he coupling constants of different interaction terms as unrelated. In specific models

there may be a relationship between the coupling constants of different interaction terms

contributing to the same process, and/or a relationship between the coupling constatlts of
p

interaction terms contributing to different processes. This could result in more stringent

bounds. However, such relations are not only model dependent, but usually del)end on

undetermined parameters.

our discussion here follows largely the pattern in Ref. 4, but the results are different, for

reasons explained in the text.

In the next section we discuss the decay 7? _ #+/.,-, including the muon polarization,

and also the decay r/--, e+e-. Section 3 deals with the lepton family number nonconserving

decays. The last section contains our conclusions.

2. THE DECAYS q --, _+t-

2.1. 77_ #+_l-

2.1.1. General Con_ideration_ and the Decay Constant_

The general matrix element for r/-. #+#- is given by 5)

Mt7 7 _/_+p.') = ai-iiT,_v + bgv, (1)

:! , C -1 state, the amplitude a is F- _nd

where a, b are constants s) Sincer/is a P = -1, =



• CP-conserving, while b violates both P and ('P, We can decompose a and b as

a = Rea (') + iIrna (') + a ('_)

Ib = b('_, (2) '

where a (') is tile electromagnetic contribution, and a ("), bI') represent contributions fronl non- !t
_j

elect.romagnetic interactions. We shall consider only tree-level contibutions for the latter, so ]

that a (') and b (''_ are real. The decay rate in terms of the aml>litudes a and b is given by :!
t

i

V(,7-- _+_,-)=(.,,,./S,_)(la2+ ,.2b[_), (3) i
i

,,

where r ( 1 2 2= - 4rnu/m.) 1/2.

In the minimal standard model bt'_l = 0 (at the tree level) and the amplitude a receives ',

contributions from the electromagnetic interaction and from Z-exchange, The electromag- i

netic contribution is dominated by the diagram involving the two..photon intermediate state.

The absorptive part of this diagram yield_ Ilma(*)l -_ 1.,5 × 10-s, implying the lower bound

( "unitarity bound")r)

I,,o.(,)1_ I
B(, --,_+_-) _>B_(,- i:_+_- ) -_-(m.,-/s,_)

F(q ---, all)

-- 4.3 × 10 -_ (4)

for the 'q---* [,+p.- branctfing ratio B(r/-, #,+#L-) =_F(r/---, _t+#*-)/F(,? --" all)[Ref. 8].

The present experimental value of the r1 ---, p+#- branching ratio is 9)

B(r/_ p+_-) = (6.5 -4-2.1) × 10-_ (5)

A new experiment to be carried out at Saturne in Saclay plans to measure the branching

ratio with an accuracy of 6% (Ref. 10).

The deviation of B form Bu can be measured by the quantity

x_) = [(Rea (e) + a(')) 2 + r:(b(")):]t/:/ Imal')l (6)

(B = B_,(I+ (,rf(') )2). The experimental result. (5) implies

0_<,_') < 1.2 (95%_.t.) (7)

A contribution to xi,_) comes from Rea ('). Calculations of Rea (') are model depeudent. The

available estimates range from -,_0.2 to ,-_1.5 (Ref. 11). The Z-exchange contribution (con-

I rained in a (_) is negligible: ' r.,_ iO-a ,_ .....

I,,'"'iz~ 5.7× iI,,,.( ,i '..... ,._,,.., ,,,_ --_. ....._,__ _,:'_ Eq. 2_ "-' ..... ,,.. _rc×"h

' ,'
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contribution is described by the Lagrangian (8) with ]_ = -1- and ali the other constants2

set to zero), Further contributions to a ('_1, and contributions t,o b(n) can come from new

isoscalar effect, ive muon-quark interactions, 12) Neglecting interaction terms in,volviug qllarks

heavier than the s-quark, the most, general nonderivative local four-fermion interaction t,[lat,

can contribute is of the form

L = -_'ff"l_,'_sl.t( ICAXq" I_'AA)

+ _i75#(t(_,) r," _;(_,)r;-jppxtp 4- Jpplxp)

_("lRv) (s)+ _rv(/(s_,Ist'p+ _sv ,

where G is tile Fermi constant, and

1

KA_, -" _(u"TXTsu 4-dTx'ysd) (9)

/:('A_ = _'y_'yss (10)

1

Kv = -_(_i.ysu.+ -di:ysd) (:ii)

h'v = _i'yss. (12)

The amplitudes a ('1 and b_'') corresponding to the interaction (8) are

a(,.,)_ G [2rn, vn._.(_A¢(. ) - 2. _..(.) - Z(_,))] (13)
- _ .,.,lA+ '_A/_*_)+ ". ,,t '_,':'.,p,,,+ '<.,<'._v.<,

1

b(,,) _ G :

The quantities _a, _.4, _p, _P are defined by

< 0 Ka;_ r#>= im,_xap._ (1,5)

< olRa,I, _-im,,_eapx (1?_)

< OIKv '7 > = m?.ecv (17)

< olRpI,_>= m_._t, (_s)

To estimate _a and _a we assume that 77is a linear combination of the octet state r/s and

of the singlet state r/0 only. Using the results of Ref. 13 and SU(3) symmetry for some of the

matrix elements involved, we find (see Ref. 4)

_a _- 4-0.16 (19)

I

I
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_A "_ TO.18 (20) '

where sign ,CA= - sign _A = -- sign f., (f,, is tile cha.rged pion decay constant, defined by

< 0 3.TxT_'a[_"+ >= if.pa).

Tile quantities _p and kp call be obtained from the divergence equations

Otf G(" (21)
Ox_ = rn_-ffiTsu + m_-diTsd + _ ,

O_'AA g2

--2rn._i'yss+ I--_2G(.'. (22)
,r

_ttt_a/3 t"va t'_a ta
where GC; -- ½_ _.u_._._(G._, are the ghtort field intensities). 'raking the matrix elelnents

of (21) aud (22) between the '7 and the vacuum state gives

_p = (m,_A- • .) (23)
rr_,u zr- r71.d

1 (m,,ka- A,). (24)
kP- 2rnj

where A, is the topological charge of the ,7 (Ref. 14)

_3 cd:l. >/.,'. (2,5)A.=I, i <

Values for A. have been obtained from the anoma.lous Ward identities saturated with pseu-

doscalar st.ates xs). The various solutions have 1.4.1 of the order of If,_/v/21 an(! witl_

sign A,, = - sign f_. The solutions in which the va.lue of the '7 - '7' mixing angle au(i of

the ,7 -- vacuttm matrix elements of the isoscalar axial vector currents are the nearest t.o

those of Ref. 13 have A,, _ -f,,/vF2 (Ref. 16). Using A. =-f./v/2 we find 17)

_v __ ±1.1 (26)

ke _- :f:0.59, (27)

where, as in Eqs. (19) aud (20), the upper (lower) sign correspons to f_ < 0(f,_ > 0). In

the following we shall adopt for tcp and kt, the values given in Eqs. (26-27) (Ref. 18). It.

is however necessary to keep in mind that thes values are uncertian, particularly because of

tl ,



their sensitivity to the value of A,. This is especially so in the case of _t', where there is a

cancellation between the contributions of the _A-- and A,- terms,

2.1.2. Co,.,trai,,ts on the 11--. p.+ tt- Coupli1_g Co,lsta,ts

From Eqs, (13), (14), (19), (20), (26)and (27)we obtain

a ('') =h(l,5× I0-7_I_)-- , aa • (1.7:<lo-)f2

!(2.7 x 10-°)f(v' _ _: (1.5 × 10-6)/_*_, (28)

b(")=+(2.7× )v (,.5 × (20)

It follows that (barring cancellations) the experimental result (5) for B(,1-" ,tte) requires

[f{s,_)]< .,, (30)

]sp £ 14. (31)

Assuming Rear" ) < 2'[ma(_)[ one has also

If_l £ 18, (32)
)

./_l <--,33, (33)

and upper limits of about 300 for If_'_ and flA':21,

For the axial-vector coupling constants upper bounds of about If(A;2l < _ and 7(./ <JAA I 3 t,O

30 follow from the result of a cross-section asymmetry measurement in deep inelastic muon-

nucleus scattering, '91 provided that mx >> 15 GeV if the new interaction is due to the

exchange of a boson X. The upper limits (32) and (33) are the best available constraints on

the CP- invariant pseudoscalar couplings. For the C,P-violating constants Jsr' more

stringent limits than (30) and (31) are provided by the experimental limit 2°1

D,, < 1.2 x 10 -2s (9,5% c.l.) (34)

on the electric dipole moment of the neutron D., The resulting limits depend on the mech-

anism through which f(_ and ](s_ arise. The f(_,)-and f(s_-couplings can be generated at,

the tree level by the exchange of leptoquarks or the exchange of non-standard neutral Higgs

bosons.

' Leptoquark exchangze. Leptoquarks are bosons (spin-one or spin-zero) that give rise to
,,

quark ----'lepton t.ronsiti,m.,. They a.ppear il., ln_tlV extensi(ms of the minimal standard model

ii



(see Ref, 21). The couplings of leptoquarks to fermions tony be CP-violating, and could ewn

be responsible for the observed CP-vioiat, ion. TM

For a given quark q the possible leptoquark couplings that can give rise to r/-, p, _t-" are

Lxa = (g([)_-_rL#+ g_!_-_r,w)x;_ + tz._., (3.,,)
'

,,_(q)_ .-, y_Lxs IgL q 7._t L# + )qZT._rre/-t)XB + H.c., , (36)

Lra : (f_q)'qrLp. 4- f(q)-qrR#)IA q- li.c., (37)

Lvs = (fL q tL# + _'Fap.)Ys + H.c. (3S)

In Eqs (35)- (38)both the fermion and the leptoquark fields correspond to t,he mass-

eigenstates (gauge group eigenstates will be distinguished from mass-elgenstates by a prime),

The field q¢is the charge-conjugate of q; FL =1-3,5, Fn = 1 +Ts Theleptoquarks Xa,);t

have charge Q = Q(q) +l, and Xs,t_ have Q = -Q(q) + 1.

Let, us consider t'Atq). The coupling (37) gives rise {.o an effective r/_ p.+tt- interaction of

_,he form (8)witia (G/v/2) f(s_ Imf(Lq) f(aq)'/m_'a(q u,d), (G/v/2)f_J'v) [m f(L') f_')'/r,, _-- = = YA'

The interaction (37) contributes also to the electric dipole moment of the neutron in or(ler

e f(Lq)f(nq)" (through one-loop diagrams involving the leptoquark and the muon in the loop).

In the case when q = u, the couplings in (37) induce a u-quark electric dipole moment givell

by 2a)

2 2
e Zm f(Lu)fin'')" (In rn_,

d,, = -47r---S_ mi.A m. _ + _). (3!))

1du TakingEstimating D. in the nonrelativistic quark model, we have D. = -5 .
>

mta _ 30 GeV (which, roughly, is the limit quoted from production experiments), we obtain

D. _- 1.5 x 10 -zl f_."p)ecrrt. (40)

The experimental limit (34) therefore implies

If(J_)l£8 × 10-_. (4_)

In a similar way, ,for t'a coupled to the d-quark we find

f(s'j,) <_2 x 10,_. (4".)

Let. us now assume that I'.t couples to the s-quark. Such a coltpling could originate frol_. Y_

coupled to the second quark generation, or through quark mixing from a Y,_ coupled to (,he ,,



A

. first quark ge,aeration. The contribution to the s-quark electric dipole moulent is

The cont.ributiot7 of the s-quark electric dipole momettt to Dn is

, , , Dn = k,d,, (44)

wimre the size of .he numerical factor k, is unknown. As a mea,sure of the order of magnitude

of k, we can possibly take the ratios 24)

w,q _< nl'gi7ss n > / < n[qiTsqln > (q = u.,d; n - neutron). (,i5)

The ,natrix elemezats iu (45) can be esti,nated 25) in t.lle sa,ne framework as the analogous

proton matrix ele,neuts, which will be discussed in Section 3 (see Refs, 25, 46, and 48; see

also Ref. 18).' One obtains 2e)

< nl'qi75qln >__ 100, (q = u,d), (46)

and for the form factor H("), defined by

..,--4

. -":-0.8u,,i75u,, (,17)

Taking on this basis k, __ 10 -2, Eqs. (43), (44) and (34) yield
2

I/Z,) 3× (48)

Let us consider now an Xa-type leptoquark coupled to the s-quark. The ,'_,upli,lg (35) gener-

_i at,es an effective interaction of the form (8), where f(_,) = 0, and (G/v/2)f'(s/},) =

-_ -4Im.g(')"(')'/m_ c Tile contribution of (35) to the s- quark electric dipole moment is 2a)

!
=

5e Im I A'_.'('l')_YL YR
d, _- - -- m.,, (49)

' 671"2 "_¥A

Taking k, = 10 -2 in D,_ = .le,d, we obtain

- I](s_,)l£ 3 × 10-2, (50)

The upper bounds on If(J_] and If(s_l for the various leptoquark types are summarized in

l _Oll2



TABLE I, Upper bounds on Jsv[, []_1 and lP.('1] for tlm various leptoquark types,d

leptoquark quark upper bound upper bound upper bound ii

, r.ltype involved on [f(J_) on [_sP I ,:,n I ,_

u 6 × 10 -4 2 x 10 -4

XA d 3x 10 -4 8× 10 -_
s 3 x 10 -2 5 x 10 -a

u, Ix 10 -a 4 × 10 -4

'XB d 2 x 10 -4 5 x 10 -5
s 2 x 10 -_ 4 x 10 -3

u 8 x 10 -s 2 x 10 -s

}'A d 2 x 10 -5 6 x 10 "_'
s 3 x i0-a 4 × 10 .4

u 8 x 10-5 3 x 10-5

t"B d 2 x 10- _ 6 x 1(1-_
, s 3 x 10 -3 4 x 10-4

Including only the particles of the minimal standard rood l, there can be nine types of

spin-zero and nine types of spin-one leptoquark states. 271Tke interactions (.35)-(38) generate

a nonzero f(s_ or ](s'_ only if both the left-handed and the right-handed couplings of a given

leptoquark are nonzero, For some of the 18 gauge-group eigenstates this is fulfilled even if

they are mass eigenstates; for others mixing is required between leptoquark states of different

weak isospin and hypercharge, The possiblitlties are summarized in Tables II _nd III.

(t*,) and fls*_,). We f,,lh)wTABLE•II. Spin-one leptoquarks which can generate a non- zero JsP
the notation of Ref, 27 for the leptoquark states, except, for the prlme._, which

weuse to denote the gauge-group eigenstates. The subscripts +, for a weak

1 1 componetlts; for a, we_k isospinisospin doublet denote the 73 = +_,T3 =

triplet the subscripts +,0,- denote the T3 = +1,0,-1 states.

Leptoquark state [;_a

mixed(r x,(U3x)'+ ormixed mixed
Type Xa Xa XB Xo

quark involved

•in the coupling u d or ..q u d or s



TABLE,III, Spln-zero leptoquarks Which' can generat, e a non- zero f(s*_ and ?(') The notation' , ,tS P '

... is the same as in Tab].e Iii

r,,.ptoq,,.rk,_t,,,te S_ .......
R' , , )'_, ...... ''( 2)+ mixed(R2 (R2)_. ormixed (5'1)',($a)_ mixed ,5',,(,Sn) +

Type Ya l'a I"B l'_...... ..._ ............

quark involved [ ..

in the coupling [ _ d.or ,_. .......... !!. .... ....... d or .._ ,

Higgs contribution, Let us assume t'he existence of a neutral Higgs boson H wliich cmtples

to the muons and the u,d quarks as

L = h_#pH + hKvH, (5l)

where I(vis defined iu Eq. (11). The Lagrangian (51) gives rise to an f(sJ_-t,ype tnuon-_quark

interaction with (G/v/2)f(s_ =huh/m _. It is easy to see that the lowest orderin which D,,

can arise is eZh(,h. The most important diagrams are presumably the two-loop diagrams in

which the muon loop is aitached to a neutron-line by a Higgs boson and a photon propagator,

An approximate evaluation yields 2s)

D,,I _- ,_11(_ r,._. - rn.2, m._t)(la 7_ )

where A is a constant of the order of one, P'n is the neutron magnetic moment, m, is the

neutron mass, and H (") is defined by

< n' Kv n >= H("_fZ',,i75u. (53)

(n, _ neutron), The value of H_ '_) is uncertain. Considerations parallel to those described in

Section 3 concerning the quantity Ht, (Eq, 74) give (see Ref. 25) H_ ") = -(p,+ - p,_)/2(m_--

rod), where tt_ i_ the quantity app_'a.ring in Eq. (76), and. t'n i,, the corrt, etlon trrn_ to tl_o

pion-pole approximation for (ntu + ma) < n.l(t-_iTsu--di75d)[rt > (n, ._ neutron). Taking

p+- _'o/,,+ = c_ yields IH_"II_ 0,16 (Ref, 29), With this value, and assuming ,\1 --1, nqs,
'

(,52) and (34) inlply

l/_s_dlz lo--'. (,_4)

For a Lagrangian of the form (51), but with hKt, replaced by h.[fv(f(v =- M3'ss), the

contribution to D,, is

IO.I_ 6,2 × 10-241;\H_")I/]_,_1ecn,, (5,_)

[ ,



, where/it(p") is defined in Eq, (47). With H(/,")__ 0,8 (Ref. 26), and assuming I,\l _- 1, we obtain

Ijsp[_ 2xlO . (56)

i
2,1.3. Muon Polarization

|

l While the uncertainties m the value of Rea (e) would make it impossible to discern thei
' r(_') andi presence of a new interaction from a nonzero va,lue of x!_') (Eq, (6)), a nonzero j_¢p
i

fls_.) could be detected through a measurement of a longitudinal polarization of t,he nl_ton

P.(") (Ref, 30), Sly.ce the rl is to a good approximation an eigenstate of CP, tlie muons in

7?---,p,+p,- can'have a nonzero longitudinal polarization only in the presence of a C,P-violatiltg

quark-lepton interaction, ali The polarization (defined as p(.I = (Nn- NL)/(NR + NL), where

_, NR(NL) is the number of,u-'s (or .tt+'s) emerging with positive (negati,ve) helicity) is given

by

ro"r2 b(")Ima (_), (5 7)p( n) ._- 4frf

where F = F(I 7 -- p,+p,- ), and r has been defined after Eq, (3). The rate determines r(."), For

a given xl¢') we have

IP_")lz
I + (x_U))2 (58)

(since ,,Ib(')l_<xl¢')lIrn,a(')]). The present limit (Eq. 7) on z_") yields only tlte trivial bound

lP(.") £ 1.

In the minimal standard model p(u) is negligibly slnall. Contributions to p_.l arise

through the exchange of the Higgs boson with an effective CP-violating Higgs-quark cou-

pling. There are two sources of CP-violation in the minimal standard model: the 0-term,

and the Kol_avashi- Maskawa phase. The O-terl_n lhd,lees an t.ff,_etiv,_C'P.vinla*;._: Ilig_:,_-

quark coupling, yielding P(.")[ < lO-14(lOGeV/m,H) 2 (Ref, 32), The Kobayashi-l_Iaskawa

phase does not contribute to the effective CP-vMating Higgs-quark vertex in second order in

the W-quark coupling, A nonzero contribution arises only in order g4OZs; the corresponding

contribution to P._")is P(.").5. lO-_9(lOGeV/m_) 2 (Ref, 33),

tI.l and j?(") could arise from lepto-As discussed in Section 2.1,2, large contributions to asp sr,

etu) and fi(s_j,)-typecoupling onequark exchange and non- standard Higgs exchange. For an ast,"

2

r

', I1¢_ ql" til .... I_ ...... lr , , _1 ...... lr t



, , ,_, , u , , , , . dL , , hl I , _1, , , ,

, ,

6

, obtains from Eq. 29

IP.("ll""0.3 I'¢vf_s_;I
I+ (xl,"__ (59)

alld , ,

IP_,"'I_-0,3 I,_v,,svl
1+ (xl;'_lz' (601

respectively. Tile upper limits for p(,71 for the exchange of the various types of leptoquarks,

implied by the corresponding bounds on f_ff and z(,I. JsP, are shown in tile last. coluulu of Tal,le I

(Ref. 34). We used in Eqs. (59) and (60) the v_lues (26) and (27) for _p and kp, and ass,ltl_e(i

that Rea < 0.3 [ma('l[.

For the Higgs contribution the limits (54) and (56) imply, respectively,

IQ")I <_4 × io-_ (61)

and

IP_")l£ 4 × Io-3. (62)

2.2. 'l _ e+e-

The imaginary part of the electromagnetic amplitude for thisdecay is I.rm a.(') I "- 2.9 x 10- r

(Ref. 35), implying the unitarity bound B(q --. e+e -) > 1.75 × 10 -_. IRea('*l is expected

to be comparable to IIma('_ I or smaller than Ilmo'l (Hef. 36). Tlm exl)_'rimental lln_it f,,r

B(r/---, e+e-)is _

B(q ---, e+e -) < 3 x 10 -4 (90% c.l.). (63)

For the quantity x_'), defined in an analogous way to x_"_ (Eq. 6) this implies

o <__) < 414. (6_)

The decay q _ e +e- is sensitive to = general interaction which can be obtained from (8)

by substituting p with e (Ref. 37). The decay amplitudes are also the same as (13) and (14),

except for the replacement/.t _ e. Using Eqs. (19), (20), (26), and (27) we find

±(2.7 × lO-_)jvv :F (1.5 :< 1 1.,vr,, (65)

b(") ""-4-(2.7 x 10 -s_#(_) 0-s_i(_),Jsv q: (1.5 x 1 (66)-- IJSP"



, In the nfinimal standard modei bc'_)= O and a I"l receives a contribution only from Z-exchange,

_(,I = _t ,d,-_ ,oi,) = gC,I = 0)is negligible:As seen from (65) tile latter (corresponding to Jan _,, .rna = J,r,t, Jpl:,

'. (a("))z _ 1.4 × 10 -3 lm.a(').
!

[ Barring cancellations, the experimental limit (63) sets tile upper boutitls
] ,,

¢(,)
JPvl, lf_ £ 45, (67)

l ,_(') g(')JPv[ [ [ £ 83, (68)JSP ,
i

' on the pseudoscalar-type coupling constants. No slgnificant limits follow for '¢(") a.nd g(,)' , ' JA A JA.A '

' ¢(e) "(,,)
' For JA¢(e)Aand JAg(')a,upper limits ,of. JAA[ _ 300 and faA[ <_ 260 (and niuch Weaker litnit.s

for r(,/ and '](_1 'Jvv jpp) follow from the size of the uncertainty in calculations of the hyperfine

splitting of the ground state of the hydrogen atom. 3s) The measurements "aglof tlie ratio

R = o'(e +e- _ h)/o'(e+e - _ #+tt-) for 50 GeV to 61.4 GeV center of mass energy constrains

for m., >> 61.4 GeV (m, = mass of the boson mediating the new interaction) all the coupling

constants in tlle interaction (8)(with p, ---, e) to be of the order of one or smaller. 4°t

The interactions that lead to the _(') and r(,) terms in (8) (with At _ e) contribute.tSp 35P

also to the electric dipole moments of the electron and the neutron. Inspection shows that

(r(,) 2, ,_(,) -2 ' ,"tsP[ < 7 × 10' ( < 6 × 10 and that the e±-polarization PJ'_) could be of the order
JSP , . i

of 10%. P_')is, of course, only of academic interest at present and, because of the sma.ll

analyzing power for e+-polarization measurements, may be too difficult to measure even if a

relatively large q -- e+e - rate is found.

3. LEPTON FAMILY NUMBER NONCONSERVING DECAYS

The simplest decay modes of the 77ineolving charged leptons that violate lnuon-nutllber

(and electron number) conservation are 77---, lt+e; and q-_ 7r°p.±e;. In the nlinimal stan-

dard model, where lepton family numbers (electron-number, muon-number, tau-number) are

absolutely conserved, these decays are forbidden. They can occur however at some level in

many extensions of the minimal standard model.

There is no direct experimental information on the decays 77 ---, t.te and 7? -., rr°#eat

present. A weak limit of B(r/_ #e) < 8 × 10 -2 can be set from the total branching ratio for

r/-decays into charged particles and from the branching ratio of particular charged _l-decays. 41

,The limit on B(_7 --* n'°p,e) is probably comparable.
-

_ Here we shall analyze the available information on the possible interactions that can give

| t'l_e'.... _u ,l_u,c_.... tt_ _y_,_...... ,,.v*..... oC¢ .,_I'_+ r'"'-"l.......... ¢,I,_M,._I ,,n,,,r hn,,nA., can h_ .,et on tileir branching:._

i ratios.42) ,

,!
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, 3.1. ,7_--"_e
i,

The decay 77---, _e is sensitive to interactions involving isoscalar 'axial-vector or isoscal_r

pseudoscalar currents. Let us consider the contribution of couplings with pseudoscala.r quark

currents. The most general effective Langran, gian is

where Ifp and /t:p are given in Eqs. (11) and (12). For our purposes it, is sufficient to discuss

the special cases when only one of the terms in (69) is present at a time.

I(p-ternl.

The r/_ p,e rate is given by

c.,_,,,_ ,,,2.)_ Ds;>, .(,,.,,r(q - #e)__ 167r(I - --,,,:_(I + lCsvI ). (7o)
r7

The branching ratio B,(r/ -- _t_e)_ F(r/-- p e)/F(r I ---"all) is

B(9 _e) _ (1.2× lO-_'),_(If(p_) ' + I_sv '), (71)

where _p is the quantity defined iii Eq. (17).

A coupling which contributes to ,7 ---* p,e contributes also to non-coherent /,t- ---, e-

conversion in nuclei (pseudoscalar or axial-vector quark current couplings do not contribute

to coherent conversion). Fore the result of the experiment on p,- --, e- conversion in 32q

(Ref. 43) one can derive the bound 44)

BtOt a2S) r't°t(32,q_lF_°tf32S) £ 8 × 10 -9 (72)

on the branch.ing ratio of total #- +32 S ---, e- +_2S* conversion. In Eq. (72) F_°[(_S)is the

t,ot,al _- +_ S --" u, +a_ S" rate. r '*°*-u_ can be calculated for a given effective interaction using

the methods of Ref. 45. For the contribution of the Kp term in (69) we find

B_7(_S) ", (3.6 × 10-4)H_,( f(s_*)l_ -+- f_p*;)12), (73)

where Hi:' is the form factor at q_ __ 0 iii the matrix element of Kp between proton states

< p' Kv p >= Hv(q_)u-j,i_'_up. (74)

Eqs. (71-73)iniply
, ,. ....... ,_. [ _ep \_

iI _(,_--+v_ -__z,_>;<,_ --_t_-;) ' (;;.;i

' ,

H_



Information on tile size of Hp can be Obtained using the divergence equation for the neutral
b

component of the isovector axial-vector current, from which one cull derive the expression 4_1

P + - Po ( 7c, I
Hp = 2( r,, ,, - r,',_)'

The quantity p+ in Eq. (76) is the correction t.o the pion-pole approximation fi.)r the ma.-

trix element of O'xETxTsd, and po is the correction term to the pion-pole approximation for

(m._ +rez) < p](Yii?su - di:'fsd) p > (p = proton), p.+ and/to are in general different, ])tit it

seems likely thai. [p+ - #0[/[/z+[ is small. Taking lp,+ - #0]/Itr+[ "-' ct (tile possible order of

magnitude of isospin breaking effects) we find ]Hpl "" 0.16, and consequently (using the value

(26) for _v)

B(r/--, _e) £ 10-_°. (77)

Tile quantity lp,+ - _t0[/ik_+ may, of course, be larger, 47) and therefore the upper limit for ..

B(, 7 _ p,e) smaller.

/_'v- term.

Equations (70), (71), (73) and (75) hold also in this case, except that asp jpp, t_,p, and

HF, are replaced by _(_'_} ](p_lasp , , _v, and HP, respectively. /{v - Hv(0) is defined by

< p'}Kp'p >= [-Ip(q:)tt-,'piTs%. (78)

Taking the divergence equation for/_'a_ between proton states, one can express Hp as

= mN(FA- Rg),

where mN isthe nucleonmass, and FA - FA(0) and Fg _re definedby

< p']KAIp>-_ FA(q2),-t'vT_Ts,tp, (S0)

aiid

2

I_2 GGIp > 2mN --'"
< P'I --=- Fq ttp t',/ Slt p ( 81 )

respectively.Using the divergenceequationsfor _'_su and d?_[sd, Fg can be expressed

as 48)

Fg = F_ + (m,_/md)F_ _ 2Hpm,_m_ (82)
1 + (murod) (mt, + rnd)mN'

where He is given by Eq. (76), and F] is defined by < p'l'qTx'75q[p >= F]u.,,'rx'y5%. The

ii values of i,he cons_,an_s F_ can be deduced from the result of the EMC group This yields _s'



,0

, (taking the certtral values) F] = 0.77, FAa = -0.49, and F,_ = /5'a = ,0,16 (Ref. 50), For t

p.+ -/-t,0l/lp.+[ _ a we obtain Ht:, _- -3 (Ref. 51), so that (using the value (27) for _F,) i
l

B(r/---, _') £ l0 -la (_,_1

For axia,l-vector..type couplings the ul)per limits for B(77 ---- /le) are rnltch smaller than

(77) and (83), of tlie order 10 -1(3. The reason is the presence of the relative supression factor

:/m,27 in the rates and the absence of kinematic suppresion for the axial-vector cont.ribtttioTl?T//a

tO ,Lt- _ e- collversion,

Couplings of the type (69) ca_ arise at. the tree level from the exchange of non-standard[

neutral Higgs bosons, or from the exchange of leptoquarks. They could be present also

in composite models. Contribut'ions to B(r/ _ pe) from spin-zero, and also from spill-

one leptoquarks are generally negligible, since generally in the Fierz-transformed form of

the interaction generated by leptoquark exchange the coupling constants of pseudoscalar-

type terms (t.ile terms involving pseudoscalar quark currents) are equal in magnitllde to the

coupling constants of scalar-type terms (see also Ref. 21). This holds both for the most

general interaction generated by the exchange of spin-zero leptoquarks and the most general

interactioI_ induced by spin-one leptoquarks, The coupling constants ess s_ Ps ,

of scalar-type terms are severely constrained i:)y the experimental results on coherent/_- _ e-

_(.e) I g(._l O-r t(_'_) [(_") rconversion ([ass , Jss < 1 ; JP$ ], laps I < 10- (Ref. 52)). One couhl escapethis lit_it

only if spin-one and spin-zero leptoquarks wouhl contril)ute sim_tlt, aneously, sa)

3.2. 'l---' 7tpe

Since the G-parities of the r/and the 7r are opposite, 7/--. 7r°#e (llke 7/--_ _rgu; see Ref. 54)

can receive contributions in the limit of isospin invariance only from interactions involving a

first-class scalar, second-class vector, Or a second-class tensor current, sS)

\Vllile ,_cnlnr-fype cllarged-curreTl_ f(',11r-forllli,_l i_terncti,,ns can nrlse i_ _:_,_'_ _l,oc_ri,',_ f,_t"

example from the exhange of charged Higgs bosons or leptoquarks, interactions with primitive

second-class currents are absent, since they would spoil the renormalizability of the theory.

Effective second-class interactions could arise (apart from electromagnetic corrections) _,,t

some level in composite models; alternatively, they would be examples of interactions that

cannot be described in the gauge theory framework. Unfortunately, as we shall show below,

ali these contributions are severely constrained by coherent p.- _ e- conversion in nuclei,

_] which renders them unobservably small,



Scalar int.eraction,, The most general scalar type four-fermion int,er_ctLou that can cou-

tribute to '1 ---"7rp.e is of the form

L = _(g(s"s'l_, + 2 ) + tt,c. (84)

The corresponding branching ratio B(q --, _'pe) - F(r/_ 7r_te)/F(q _ all) is

- 2 + ges I=), (85)B(q ---*_#e) "" (4 ><10 11)g,( g_)= (..I

where g, - g,(0)is defined by

1 - 2 (86)
< n"°]_(Tu - dd) r1 >= -m,Tgo(q )

The form factor g.(q_) at, q2 = 0 has been estimated in Ref, 56, obtaining

7"17,_

9,(0) = m,,(m,, + rod)v/3 - 1.75. (87)

The coupling constants in (84) are constrained by experimental results on coherent/,t- ---,

e- conversion in nuclei for which the isospin of the ground state is different from zero. The

best limit comes from a search for lt- ---. e- conversion in Ti (Ref. 57). From their limit, and

the calculation of coherent #- ---, e- conversion rates in Ref. 58 on obtains

I + Ig_)l _<(5 × to )(gN)----_SS

,,'h_r_g_ _=__g_(0)i, d_f;_d by < N'l}_,qIN >= gN(q_)%,_viuN (vi = isospin Pauli n_atri-

ces). g_ was estimated in Ref. 59, and in Ref. 60, obtaining g_ __ 1 and g_ _ 0.6, respectively.

Taking gN "- 0.6, Eqs. (85), (87), and (88) yield

B(r/---, _'°#e) < 2 x 10 -2°. ($9)

Second-,'la.ss vector interaction. The most general interaction relevant for r/_ 7r/,r is

G A/,,__L = ---_.( vv e')';_# + ,\(_'v)_'7.\'),sp)(V_(2))o + H,c. (90)
v'2

where (I,_2))0 is the I., = 0 component of an isovector sec0nd-class vector current:. The

branching ratio due to (90) is

Rr. ---, _,,.z_)_' (! ,y,!O-'°)(f(+°))2(!_g!'_.) _ + l;X,_"¢:)!=)_ (._)



lt

, The for,n factor f_0) iu Eq, (91) appears in the general form of the matrix element

< 7r°Jk_)[q >, given by

< >- f_+o)(p. 4- p,_)._+ ,[!°)(p. -I',_)_. (02)

The form factor fS01 gives a contribution to tile rate which vanishes in tile litllit r)_,, - 0, II1

Eq, (9l) we have _ssumed that the ratio of the rates for rn, ,# 0 and m, = 0 is about t,lte

same as the ratio F(K + -' :r°p.+v.)/P(K + -- :r°e+v,).

Taking the nucleon matrix element of (90) leads to an effective scalar interaction that

._-, X(w'I
can be obtained from the nucleon matrix element of (84) by the replacements g(J;) ,,,'v,

g_l_ '\7;", and gW -_ f.m./2mN, where f. is defined by e`

f,
N'I(V_°_),IN

Ti

< >=
(,93)

(q .=_ momentum transfer). Thus the interaction (90) contributes to coherent It- _ e-

conversion. The limit (88) is replaced in this case by

2+ < 5 × lO -_' 2/_I )2 1
( - __ (/.6 × 10-s)lf, 12. (94)If,I

Assuming that f. and/(+0) are of the order of one, we obtain

B(r/--, _'°l_e) £ 2 x 10-is. (95)

Second-class tensor interactio,,!b The general Lagrangian is for this case is

G . _'("' 7'(2))0,_. (96)
v'Z -

where (T_(,2,1)0is the I, = 0 component of au isovector second-class tensor c,trrent. The nuclear

matrix element of TJ2,I is 011

hT __ 0
< N'I..7'I_IINx,,>- 2mN UN(7aq 7B7,,- 7,q37dT_)UN ' (97)

, ,T,(2)
Inspection shows ttlat the nucleon matrix element of the /k = O, r/ = k component of -\,)

has a part, proportionM to ri_7ottN, As a consequence also the interaction (96) contribui, es to

coherent tr- -' e- conversion. We have not carried out a calculation for this case, but if hr

and the form factors in q --- 7rp,e are of the order of one, the bound on B(q -. :rite) should

be comparable to the bound (95).

i ,

I

' ' _1_
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, 4. CONCLUSIONS
l

In this talk we have analyzed the contribut!ons of possible new interactions to the decays

t7 _ 11+/I-, q _ _'+e",_ _ lte, and 71_ 7tpe,

Tile decays t7 --, _t+_t-,T/ _ e+e-, and 77---, tte are sensii.ive to isoscalar effective lletltral

current interactions involving axial-vector or pseudoscalar quark currents. We find tl_at the
,

contribution of axial-vector-type terms to r/-- tte W(:)ttl(l1)e too small to be observable; for 71--

p.#t- and 77-- e+e- the axial..vector contributions ivould be hidden by t.lle uncertaitlties irl

the value of the real part of the electromagnetic anaplitude. Contributions from pseltdoscala, r-

type interactions could have however observable effects in all these decays:
, i

• The experimental limit on the 77_ _/.+_t- branching ratio provides the best limit on the

CP-invariant pseudoscalar-type couplings (Eqs. 32 and 33), The detection of the presence of

such a contribution would be hampered by the theoretical uncertainties in the real part. of

the electromagnetic amplitude;

• The longitudinal polarization of the muons inr/_/_,+/.t- can 1)e as large as _ 4 × 10-"

(Eq, 61), The upper limit for contributions from leptoquark exchange we find to t)e .v ,5× 10 -_

(Table I);

• An experimental upper limit on the q --, e.e- branchiugratio ,,f the order of tO -s would

yield upper bouDds of a few times 10-1 on pseudoscalar-type couplings, The upper boun(ls

irnplied by the present experimental limit on the 71_ e+e - branching ratio are of the order

of 100 (Eqs, 67 and 68). Theelectromagnetic contribution to Bir/ ---, e+e -) is expected to

be at the level of -.. 2 × 10 -9 - 10 -8.

• Considering only interactions involving the u,d,s quarks, the _7 _ _tte branching ratio

can be as large as-_ 10 "x° (Sq, 77), An interaction involving a heavy quark curreut (which

we did not consider) could give a larger contribution if the corresponding ratio of the decay

constant and the nucleon form factor is larger than -._6 (see Eq. 75),

The above results correspond to the values (26) and (27) for the decay constants in the

q _ vacttum matrix elemenis of the pseudoscalar quark currertts. The bound on 17---,/tc, and

on the muon polarizatiotl depends also on the values of the nucleon matrix elements of these

currents. The uncertainties in the size of these quantities, especially of s:p (Eq. 17), Hp (Eq.

r4(')
74), and ,,p (Eq, 53) have to be kept in mind,

The decay _7 --" 7rtte is sensitive to scalar-type interactions, and interactions involving

second-class vector or second-class tensor currents. Th': r] -.-, _'/_e branching ratio is con-
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strained to be unobservably small by experimental results on coherent p- - c- r_,nversion.b
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